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Foreword by Tim Foxall, Managing Director of Glanville
Being entrusted with the role of Managing Director as Glanville enters its 51st year in business is both an honour and a privilege. Over the
last 50 years, there have only been three previous Managing Directors; John Glanville, Nigel Porter and Howard Gell. I have some big
shoes to fill.
Back in 1991, John Glanville wrote, just before the business’s 20th anniversary, the following: “From the earliest days of the formation of the firm, we have been
aware of the fragile nature of the small consultancy practice, where one is dependent upon a market which is directly related to the state of the national
economy. For this reason, we have tried to diversify our interests to enable us to weather difficult times.”
In the early 1990s, the country was in the grip of a terrible recession. High interest rates, falling house prices and an overvalued exchange rate saw commissions
for civil and structural engineering work diminish rapidly, with many only being obtainable at rates where there was no profit. John Glanville and his fellow
partners though, had shown great foresight and diversified into more specialist, niche areas such as Engineering Services for Insurance and expert witness work
that kept the business going through those dark times. I tell you this because, when I read those words written by John in 1991, they struck a chord with our own
experiences over the last couple of years and with how the business has always approached challenging times.
I am charged with driving the business forward into the next 50 years, spearheading our desire to grow within the industry and cementing our position as the
engineering, design and surveying consultancy that clients think of first and our employees are proud to be part of.
To do that, I will draw upon the lessons learned over the last half century, for they have much to teach us. For 50 years, the team of people behind Glanville
have demonstrated a resilience and an agility that has allowed it to thrive across five decades of huge social, economic, and technological change. That is
the real story of Glanville – our people.

In this look back at the last 50 years, we tell the story of Glanville and celebrate the success of this hard-working engineering firm.
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of Glanville
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The 1970s
John Glanville had engineering in his blood. His father, Sir William Glanville, was an eminent
civil engineer who as Director of the Road Research Laboratory was at the forefront of road
safety innovations, including the development of the UK’s first motorways and was knighted
in recognition for his contributions to engineering. He was also a past president of the
Institution of Civil Engineers.
It may have felt inevitable to John that a career in engineering lay ahead and in the late
1960s John was employed by RM Douglas based in Birmingham working on the package

1970s

deal design and construction of town centre buildings.
Having made some good contacts in the property development world, John made a brave
move and upped sticks away from the Midlands to set up his own private practice in St
Albans. Working out of his home office, in 1971, the developer who had promised an initial
contract gave the job to another firm.
Despite this setback, John persisted and secured a recommendation from the developer
that led to a commission for the design of a multi-storey car park in Truro. On the strength of
this, John was able to invite his former RM Douglas colleague, Geoff Gregg, to join him in St
Albans and Glanville & Associates was officially born.
A few months later they recruited their first engineer, Dick Upton, who remained with the firm
for many years. One of the first consultants on board was Sir William Glanville, who John says
was both a practical and a financial supporter of the business from day one.
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1970s
In those early days, the team was a close-knit group that placed huge value on
trust and mutual respect. These values underpinned the ethos of the business,
and a huge amount of importance was placed on developing long-standing
professional relationships. That ethos still exists today.
The first local architects to use the services of Glanville & Associates was Ken
Williams’ practice in St Albans. That relationship lasted well over 20 years and in
John’s words, is a tribute to ‘their long-suffering nature’.
In 1974, a phone call changed the course of Glanville’s growth. The call related
back to a much earlier job Glanville has done where High Alumina Cement
(HAC) had been used in pre-cast concrete beams. HAC is prone to a crystalline
re-arrangement (or ‘conversion’), which can result in reduced strength and
vulnerability to chemical attack when exposed to water for long periods.
During the 1970s there were several high-profile structural failures of roof beams
(where the presence of water is more likely).
The original work by Glanville had not specified the use of HAC and after an
extensive enquiry at the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and Cement and
Concrete Association, John and his team purchased the equipment necessary to
carry out differential thermal analysis and a new business was born - STATS.
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1970s

In Sir William Glanville’s later years, he specialised in acting as an expert witness in
connection with highway engineering matters in general and, in particular on the
connection between highway design, construction and maintenance and road
accidents.
John had been assisting him with much of this work before his death in 1976 and many
of his clients continued to use Glanville in this field. This enabled the firm to extend its
expert witness services to cover general building and civil engineering matters with
particular specialisation in construction materials and reinforced concrete.
Glanville’s structural design practice had grown well and by the mid-70s employed
around 20 engineers and technicians at offices in St Albans and Kingston-onThames. A slump in the property market in 1975 in which their principal client went
out of business meant closing the two offices and taking a much smaller premises in
Wheathampstead, where there was a small team of five.
Fortunately, this depressed state was short-lived and in 1978 John sold the lease
at Wheathampstead and moved back to St Albans where they converted an old
butcher’s shop and slaughterhouse into offices and laboratories.
For the first time, both STATS and Glanville & Associates had extensive office and
laboratory facilities where they thrived in an increasingly busy construction market.

Riding on a high, the company entered the 1980s.
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The 1980s
A number of years before forming the practice, John had been involved with the design
and maintenance of highways with West Riding of Yorkshire County Council. This experience
enabled the firm to undertake numerous small highway schemes, parking and traffic studies
and the preparation and presentation of evidence at planning enquiries.
In 1981, this experience led to the next major transformation of the business.
Ian Laing, then of English Property Corporation, appointed Glanville to design and supervise
the construction of roads on Hartlebury Trading Estate in Worcestershire. Three years later,
in 1984, the same client asked Glanville to undertake the complete infrastructure design
to adoptable standards of Milton Park near Oxford. The site, a former Ministry of Defence
depot, had huge development potential but completely lacked the infrastructure to
enable this potential to be achieved.
For some time, the English Property Corporation, that was bought by MEPC shortly after this,
had through its internal technical department, undertaken the management of all building
work and development on its own land. However, in 1985 this responsibility was handed
over to John and his team and they formed Glanville Projects. Acting as construction
managers for MEPC.
It proved a fruitful relationship. Since that time Glanville has worked consistently for MEPC,
taking responsibility for the design and construction management of multiple developments
on the Milton Park site, Granta Park in Cambridge and, in recent times on the new MEPC
development at Silverstone Park, Northamptonshire.

1980s
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In 1986, conscious of the need to provide for the future of the firm, John and Geoff
invited ambitious engineer, Nigel Porter to join them in business. The trio of shareholders

1980s

was soon expanded into a quintet in 1990 with the addition of Phil Hodgson and Tim
Purrett.
Based on experience Phil Hodgson had gained at Oxfordshire County Council, and
a growing need for topographical survey work, Chris Edge was recruited as a young
graduate. Together they established the surveying group which continued to grow
and thrive with the addition of measured building surveys and other related services
using ever more complicated electronic instruments. The financial investment required
was continued to ensure that an efficient and up-to-date service could be provided
to an increasing range of clients.
Since the UK experienced severe droughts in the mid-1970s, Glanville had been
involved in the investigation of building subsidence, storm, fire, and accidental
damage to buildings for both insurers and private clients.
In 1988, to further advance this area of work, Glanville took over the interests
of Andrew Russell Associates, consulting engineers, who specialised in building
subsidence problems.
By 1990, to consolidate their endeavours in this market even further, they formed a
new arm to Glanville & Associates, ESI (Engineering Services for Insurance).
ESI, as a specialist division of Glanville, had considerable success and throughout the
1990s was responsible for investigating thousands of claims on behalf of insurers, their
agents and private clients, and delivered a large volume of investigation, monitoring
and remedial repair work.
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The 1990s
At the beginning of this decade, the country was in recession and there was a strong
downturn in new developments.
In 1991 the firm was operating out of offices in St Albans and at Milton Park. The St Albans
office was shared with STATS in Porterswood House. Glanville was able to navigate its way
through this difficult period thanks to two key factors.
The first was Ian Laing of MEPC who determinedly continued with the development
programme at Milton Park.
The second was due to the various niche areas of work the firm set up during the preceding
years that were largely ‘recession proof’.
These included; the investigation and reporting of the influence of highway design and
maintenance on road traffic accidents (Sir William Glanville); and the investigation and
repair of building subsidence for insurance companies (ESI). Glanville emerged from the
recession a lot leaner, but also arguably fitter and better able to develop the core business
of civil and structural engineering.

1990s
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It was through his work as an expert witness that John Glanville had first met Keith

1990s

Rollinson in connection with a major litigation on an office development where
Keith was acting as expert for the opposition.
After the untimely death of Keith’s colleague, Keith and John joined together
to form Rollinson Glanville. The alliance brought together Rollinson’s expertise in
building envelope defects, in particular with waterproofing and cladding systems,
with Glanville’s more general building and civil engineering experience to provide
a wide-ranging expert service which was aimed in particular at building owners,
system manufacturers and, in connection with litigation, the legal profession.
It was during this decade that Glanville’s diversification into transport planning
came into fruition. During an involvement with a highway improvement scheme
for Waitrose at their original West Ealing branch there was a need for a Transport
Assessment. Glanville were asked if we could provide one and the Transport
Planning group was born.
This project developed into providing all of Waitrose’s highway and transport needs
as they developed numerous stores around the country. Related services such as
Green Travel Plans, traffic surveys and the like followed to an increasing number of
clients enabling the group to become a significant element of the firm.
Throughout the 1990s, the company underwent several leadership and structural
changes. Around 1990-1991, Nigel Porter took over the reins from John Glanville as
Managing Director. Geoff Gregg took early retirement in 1992 and Phil Hodgson
and Tim Purrett became shareholders and directors alongside John Glanville and
Nigel Porter.
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Throughout the 1990s, Glanville developed relationships with a number of new, key clients:

A relationship with McDonald’s
came about through a
long-standing connection Nigel
had with architect, Kevin Jenden

When Steve Berger
joined Glanville in the
mid-90s he brought with him
SSE/SGN as a client

Phil Hodgson was able to bring
Waitrose/John Lewis and Berkeley
Homes on board, also from old
connections

Ron Cox brought
with him the work for
Odeon Cinemas

All the above client relationships continue strongly to this day. The quality and longevity of clients like these, as well as the continued support from
MEPC, both at Milton Park and then Granta Park near Cambridge, fuelled the growth of the firm through the late 1990s and into the new millennium.
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1990s

At this time the company changed from a partnership to a limited company and
was renamed Glanville Consultants to reflect the new arrangements. This remained
the status quo until 1997 when John retired aged 65.
Other appointments included Steve Wilson to director of structural engineering at
Milton Park to expand the firm’s structural capability following the departure of Tim
who went to look after ESI at St Albans.
Steve Berger was recruited to provide building surveying services, another new
branch to the Glanville armoury.
Kevin Powell was promoted to director of Glanville Projects which had expanded
its activities at both Milton Park and Granta Park and developed a specialism in the
fit-out of scientific laboratories.
Among changes in the 1990s was the transition to CAD. At the beginning of the
decade the design office was dominated by drawing boards and tracing paper,
but by the end they had all gone, and a significant investment was made to
enable computers to reign supreme.
When STATS needed more space, Glanville moved to Hemel Hempstead. Initially
the firm occupied the offices of Lardi Cox Partners, a small company that Glanville
had recently taken over, before moving into larger premises on Boundary Way. The
Milton Park office had moved out of a portacabin and into spacious, modern, open
plan offices on the ground floor of 80 Milton Park, immediately below MEPC.
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The 2000s
The early part of the decade was one of strong growth and ever stronger relationships with
Glanville’s key client base.
In 2004, the Oxfordshire-based team moved out of their offices on Milton Park and took on
their own premises in Foxhall Road, Didcot. The building was bought from the Girls Brigade of
Britain and refurbished before the team moved in.
Early Sunday morning on 11 December in 2005, a vapour cloud of evaporated leaking fuel
at the Buncefield fuel storage depot in Hemel Hempstead, resulted in a massive fuel-air
explosion.
The explosion, destroyed Glanville’s Hemel Hempstead offices. Fortunately, as it was early on
a Sunday morning, the offices were empty, and no one was hurt. Had it been during working
hours it does not bear thinking about.
The offices were pronounced structurally unsafe, and no access was permitted. The team
were able to retrieve back-up tapes from the wreckage but little else.
Temporary offices were hastily rented and computers, printers etc. purchased. Within a few
days the team were up and running, albeit without the hard copy job files. After a few
months in temporary offices, the team moved back to Boundary Way.

2000s
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2000s
At the peak of the decade there were approaching 150 staff within the Glanville
group of companies. This reduced slightly with the demise of ESI due to a change
in policy of the insurance companies to go back to their old system whereby the
investigations into subsidence were led by loss adjusters rather than engineers.
However, in 2008, the financial crisis brought with it another bout of difficult times for
the company. Workload was significantly impacted meaning a reduction in staff
numbers had to be made. Once again, the diversity of the firm’s activities and quality
of the clients helped cushion the blow and enabled the firm to ride out the storm.
Tim Purrett had been a shareholder in the firm since 1990 but had always planned on
early retirement and in the mid-2000s this prompted thoughts on the long-term future
of the firm.
A sale was considered, but internal succession was the preferred option. So, in 2006,
Tim retired and John French and Chris Edge were offered some equity as a first step
towards handing over the reins to the next generation, with John Birch and Howard
Gell joining them a year later.
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The 2010s
The start of the decade saw another changing of the guard for Glanville. In May 2011,
Phil Hodgson and Nigel Porter stepped aside and Chris Edge, John French John Birch and
Howard Gell took full control. Phil retired but Nigel stayed on as a non-equity director.
Howard Gell took the reigns as Managing Director, only the third MD in Glanville’s history.
The company gradually recovered from the effects of the 2008 financial crisis and grew
progressively over the next few years. In particular, the Hemel Hempstead office increased
in size requiring significant additional floor space that was secured by expanding into the
vacant office next door.
During this period the firm developed its capability for 3D surveying and design with laser
scanning becoming a key part of the surveying team’s offer and Civil 3D and Revit software
becoming much more widely used in the civil and structural engineering departments,
respectively. The Geomatics team also developed its capability for undertaking
underground utility surveys.
Tim Foxall, who had previously worked at Glanville and left to join Oxfordshire County
Council, returned and used his contacts with developers to good effect to expand the
Transport Planning team’s workload by assisting clients with the promotion of land for largescale strategic developments in Oxfordshire and elsewhere. This helped mitigate the impact
of a reduction in work undertaken for Waitrose as the retailer’s development programme
reduced significantly due to the impact of online shopping.

2010s
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2010s

It was also during this period that Glanville added The Environment Agency and Historic
Royal Palaces to a growing list of impressive client names.
McDonald’s expansion into Scotland and Ireland enabled Glanville to continue to build
on another long-standing relationship with a much-valued client.
In 2018, Glanville continued its long-standing relationship with MEPC by becoming
responsible for civil and structural engineering design work to support the development
of Silverstone Park, a new science, technology and research business park in
Northamptonshire.
At the end of 2019, Glanville underwent another change in ownership. Chris Edge and
John French retired and their shareholding was redistributed by way of a management
buyout. As the firm entered a new decade, John Birch and Howard Gell were joined as
shareholders by Tim Foxall, Hylton George, John Hanlon and Andy Smith to form a new
ownership team. John Hallett-Jones took charge of the Geomatics team when Chris
Edge retired.
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2010s
At the same time, Glanville launched its Vision, Mission and Values to reposition
the company for its next period of growth and there was an increased focus on
branding, marketing and business development, together with a more concerted
effort to improve staff engagement and communication through initiatives such
as the annual Employee Voice Survey and associated Action Plan, and more
recently the introduction of an Equality, Diversity and Inclusion strategy and Code
of Conduct.
Shortly after the management buyout was completed, the world was hit by a
global pandemic. Almost overnight the world, and Glanville, had to change its
approach to business, with remote working and video calls replacing the daily
commute to the office and face-to-face meetings.
Yet again, Glanville’s diverse client base has enabled them to weather the storm,
albeit with a number of job losses and redundancies that inevitably had to be
made towards the end of 2020. However, since then turnover has grown steadily,
and recruitment across all departments has seen staff numbers return close to pre
pandemic levels with further growth planned throughout 2022.
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Today
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...and into the future
Into 2022, McDonald’s and Berkeley Homes continue to be the firm’s biggest clients by turnover, supplemented by a wide range of clients
across many sectors with the diversity of workload and clients remaining one of the company’s greatest assets, alongside its staff.
The world is a very different place in 2022 compared to 1972 but from the earliest days of the formation of the firm, Glanville has been aware of
the fragile nature of the small consultancy practice, where one is dependent upon a market which is directly related to the state of the national
economy.
Resilience is the enduring vision and diversification the strategy for weathering difficult times. From diversifying through services, to skills and in
the team of people employed, Glanville has maintained a resilience that has seen the business thrive through five decades and look positively
to the next fifty years.
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We owe our
special
thanks to...
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Sir William Glanville
1900 – 1976
Between the First and Second World Wars, William Glanville was Chief Engineer at the British Research Station
(BRS) where his three-part paper ‘Studies in reinforced concrete’ and further work he carried out in 1939 formed
the basis for design codes for reinforced concrete structures which became British Standard CP114.[14][5]
Glanville, with W L Scott, wrote a handbook on the use of the code which has since been continually updated
and remains a standard text for concrete design engineers.
At the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939, Glanville was put in charge of the research and experiments
department of the Ministry of Home Security where they undertook air raid precautions work and advised on the
construction of concrete runways and specialised airfields.
Glanville’s most famous contribution to the war effort was his work with Barnes Wallis on the bouncing bombs
used in the famous Dambusters raid. Glanville was responsible for calculating the correct explosives charge and
for the use of scale models to test the theory on. Post-war analysis of the raids has shown that Glanville’s breach
size forecasts were accurate to within 10%. His experiments with scale models of the dams provided the targeting
point for the raids on the Möhne and Eder dams.
After the war, Glanville remained with the BRS and concentrated on research into road safety. The organisation
soon adopted a radical new form of study, implementing experiments on live highways. This method resulted in
improvements to surfacing materials, road marking paint, and non-skid treatments.
He was elected President of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) in November 1950 and was a member of the
Civil Engineering Research Council.
In 1965 he retired from directorship of the BRS and worked in private practice, acting as an expert witness for the
Ministry of Transport and the Department of the Environment until his death in 1976.

William Glanville was
made a Commander of the
Order of the British Empire (CBE)
in the 1944 New Year Honours,
a Companion of the Order of
the Bath (CB) in the 1953 New
Year Honours and was knighted
in the 1960 New Year Honours.
-
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Ian’s involvement with Glanville
- he is still working hard at 75,
continues to bring us
work to this day.
It was his involvement that
led to us being appointed on
the IDRM project at
Oxford University.
Ian Laing, without whom there
would be no Oxfordshire office.
-

Ian Laing
In the early 1980s, Ian Laing of English Property Corporation, appointed Glanville to design and supervise the
construction of roads on Hartlebury Trading Estate in Worcestershire. John Glanville had known Ian from previous
work he had done with EPC at the very start of the company.
Three years later, in 1984, Ian approached John about a new site he was developing, Milton Park, near Oxford.
The former MoD storage depot had huge development potential but completely lacked the infrastructure to
enable this potential to be achieved.
Ian asked Glanville to design and manage the construction of the new infrastructure, including roads, drainage
services, etc for the estate. This started its transformation form a mostly derelict site into what it is today - arguably
one of the most impressive science/business parks in southern England.
As part of the appointment arrangement Ian asked that the design and site management of the infrastructure
works be done on the site rather than from the firm’s St Albans office. Glanville Projects was formed and a few
years later moved into permanent premises at Milton Park and then, finally in 2004, to their own offices in Foxhall
Road, Didcot. Ian was also keen of construction management as a form of contracting, and he gave us the civil/
structural design and construction management through Glanville Projects for all the new buildings on the Milton
Park. This base load of high-quality work enabled Glanville to build up the office as it is today. Around 90% of the
buildings in the park built since the 1980s have been designed by Glanville. With Ian, Glanville has also worked at
Granta Park and Silverstone Park.
In addition, when Ian sold his shareholding in Milton Park back to the main shareholder, by then MEPC plc, in
the early 1990s he invested the proceeds. These investments formed some of the early start-up biomedical
companies have to spin out of Oxford University. Over the years these have grown to be international
companies, one of them Immunocore located on the New York stock market last year with a value of over $1
billion.
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Kevin Jenden
In 1983 Kevin was facing some significant personal challenges that threatened the practice he’d built up. Bravely
taking some tough decisions, Kevin became determined to put his life back on track.
Glanville’s Nigel Porter had worked with Kevin for several years prior to this and was able to put him in touch with
a client, the property arm of a large brewery who were embarking on a major refurbishment programme. Kevin
got on well with them and their work rescued his business.
By Christmas 1984, he had turned things around and wanted to do something for the world in thanks. It was
during the time of Band Aid, so he rang up Bob Geldof (as you do!) to offer him any assistance he could. As a
result he became deeply involved in the organisation;- setting plans for spending the money they had raised; this
was not an easy task. He also took a major role in organising the Live Aid concert in July 1985.
You may wonder what this has to do with the history of Glanville? Well, Kevin had worked extensively with
McDonald’s and had somehow managed to keep his relationship with them through the difficult years into the
early 1990s.

We did ok on that project
because 30 years later

In 1992 Kevin heard that they were looking for new civil/structural engineers and arranged a meeting for Glanville

McDonald’s continue to

and their senior project manager. We were appointed on one of the early modular drive-through restaurants - an

be one of our biggest clients

E195 by Brightspace. It was a new retail park just off the Uxbridge Road in West London.

by turnover.
Kevin Jenden without
whom we would not be
with McDonald’s.
-
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